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ABSTRACT Now a day’s cloud computing has become one of the fascinating domains which was used by almost all MNC and IT companies. Generally this is formed by interconnecting a large number of systems connected all together for remote servers hosted on internet to store, access, retrieve data from remote machines not from local machines. As the cloud server has the capability to store a lot of valuable data on its memory block, a lot of users can connect with the centralized location to access, retrieve and modify the data which is stored on the cloud server. Till now there was no mechanism available to store the data in an encrypted manner in all public clouds and even private clouds. In this proposed work, we mainly try to examine the security level of a well-known cryptographic primitive, namely, public key encryption with keyword search (PEKS) which is very useful in many applications of cloud storage. Unfortunately, the traditional PEKS mainly suffer with a problem like inside keyword guessing attack (KGA) launched by the malicious server. We formalize a new PEKS framework named Dual-Server Public Key Encryption with Keyword Search (DS-PEKS) to address the security vulnerability of PEKS. By conducting various experiments on our proposed approach, we finally, came to an conclusion that our proposed approach is best suited to provide security for the data which is stored inside the cloud server and also to provide secure keyword search for this sensitive data.
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1. INTRODUCTION
As we all know that in recent days there was a lot of user’s attention towards the cloud data storage for storing and retrieving the data to and from the cloud server. As the data is been increasing day by day almost all the companies are unable to store their valuable data on their own individual devices, so in this situation they opt for a new data storage area known as Cloud Data Storage [1], [2]. Generally cloud service providers allow the users to access their services for a low economical and ascendable marginal cost compared with primitive data storage services. Generally the data which is stored in the cloud server is mainly used for sharing within the users of same group or between the users of different group with a valid authentication. Some of the best cloud data storage services are as follows: Google Drive, DriveHq Server, Dropbox and ICloud. As these all are the best among various types of cloud service providers in which the data can be stored either in public cloud or private cloud, sometimes can be stored in both combine known as Hybrid Cloud.

2. MAIN CONTRIBUTIONS FOR DOING THIS PROPOSED WORK
The main contribution for doing this proposed paper contains four main reasons like:

1. Initially we try to propose a Novel PEKS framework named Dual-Server Public Key Encryption with Keyword Search with Smooth Projective Hashing (PEKS-SPH) to address the security vulnerability of primitive PEKS which is already proposed in the literature.
2. Design a novel variant of Smooth Projective Hash Function (SPHF), referred to as linear and homomorphic SPHF.
3. Next we try to show a generic construction of PEKS using the proposed Lin-Hom SPHF.
4. To illustrate the feasibility of this novel framework, an efficient instantiation of Linear-Homomorphic SPHF.

2.1 BACKGROUND WORK
In this section we will mainly discuss about the background work that was carried out in order to prove the performance of our proposed Dual Server Public Key Encryption with Keyword Search (PEKS-SPHF)

2.1.1 MAIN MOTIVATION
In this section we will initially try to find out the system model and assumptions that were used in the current paper. Now let us look about them in detail:
Traditional PEKS: A well known authors like Boneh[16], and another well known author like Abdalla [17] mainly constructed the anonymous IBE (also known as AIBE) and they try to design a novel searchable encryption from AIBE. In this study they mainly try to construct a hierarchical IBE (HIBE) scheme into a well known public key encryption with temporary keyword search (PETKS). In order to construct a PEKS model, another well known author like Khader also proposed a scheme based on the k-resilient IBE and also gave a construction supporting multiple-keyword search. As the traditional PEKS is best suited for providing security for the data but failed in handling the access policies for various users within the data storage.

Secure Channel Free PEKS: This is an enhanced version for the primitive PEKS model, where the primitive PEKS scheme requires a secure channel to transmit the trapdoors. To overcome this limitation, a well known author like Baek et al. try to proposed a new PEKS scheme without requiring a secure channel, which is referred to as a secure channel-free PEKS (SCF-PEKS). The idea is to add the server's public/private key pair into a PEKS system. The keyword ciphertext and trapdoor are generated using the server's public key and hence only the server (designated tester) is able to perform the search. Rhee et al. later enhanced Baek et al.’s security model for SCF-PEKS where the attacker is allowed to obtain the relationship between the non-challenge ciphertexts and the trapdoor. They also presented an SCF-PEKS scheme secure under the enhanced security model in the random oracle model. Another extension on SCF-PEKS is by Emura et al. They enhanced the security model by introducing the adaptively secure SCF-PEKS, wherein an adversary is allowed to issue test queries adaptively.

3. PROPOSED NOVEL DUAL-SERVER PUBLIC KEY ENCRYPTION WITH KEYWORD SEARCH USING SMOOTH PROJECTION HASHING (DS-PEKS)

In this section we will find out the proposed novel Dual-Server Public Key Encryption with Keyword Search (DS-PEKS) protocol that was used in current thesis in order to give high level of security for the sensitive data which is stored and accessed to and from the cloud server.

PRELIMINARY KNOWLEDGE

A Public Key Encryption with Keyword Search using smooth projection hashing scheme mainly consists of following attributes like

1. KeyGen,
2. DS – PEKS
3. DS – Trapdoor
4. FrontTest
5. BackTest

In order to discuss about these attributes more precisely, initially we discuss about the KeyGen algorithm which generates the public/private key pairs of the front and back servers instead of that of the receiver. Moreover, the trapdoor generation algorithm DS – Trapdoor defined here is public while in the traditional PEKS definition, the algorithm Trapdoor takes as input the receiver’s private key. Such a difference is due to the different structures used by the two systems. In the traditional PEKS, since there is only one server, if the trapdoor generation algorithm is public, then the server can launch a guessing attack against a keyword ciphertext to recover the encrypted keyword. As a result, it is impossible to achieve the semantic security as defined in [18]. However, as we will show later, under the DS-PEKS framework, we can still achieve semantic security when the trapdoor generation algorithm is public. Another difference between the traditional PEKS and our proposed DS-PEKS is that the test algorithm is divided into two algorithms, FrontTest and BackTest run by two independent servers. This is essential for achieving security against the inside keyword guessing attack.
In the PEKS-SPH system, upon receiving a query from the receiver, the front server pre-processes the trapdoor and all the PEKS ciphertexts using its private key, and then sends some internal testing-states to the back server with the corresponding trapdoor and PEKS ciphertexts hidden. The back server can then decide which documents are queried by the receiver using its private key and the received internal testing-states from the front server.

4. SMOOTH PROJECTIVE HASH FUNCTION (SPHF)

This is the main element for the construction of dual-server public key encryption with keyword search and the notion is represented as smooth projective hash function (SPHF), by two well-known authors like Cramer and Shoup [19]. Here we can discuss about the original definition of an SPHF in the below paragraphs.
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**FIGURE 1. REPRESENTS THE ARCHITECTURE OF AN SMOOTH PROJECTIVE HASH FUNCTION (SPHF)**
From the above figure 3, we can clearly represent the architecture flow of an SPHF. Here we assume the domain with $X$ and an NP language problem with $L$, where $L$ contains a subset of the elements of the domain $X$, i.e., $L \subseteq X$. Formally, an SPHF system over a language $L \subseteq X$, onto a set $Y$, is defined by the following five attributes:

They are as follows:

- **SPHFSetup** $(1\lambda)$: generates the global parameters $\text{param}$ and the description of an NP language instance $L$.
- **HashKG** $(L, \text{param})$: generates a hashing key $hk$ for $L$.
- **ProjKG** $(hk, (L, \text{param}))$: derives the projection key $hp$ from the hashing key $hk$.
- **Hash** $(hk, (L, \text{param}), W)$: outputs the hash value $hv \in Y$ for the word $W$ from the hashing key $hk$.
- **ProjHash** $(hp, (L, \text{param}), W, w)$: outputs the hash value $hv_1 \in Y$ for the word $W$ from the projection key $hp$ and the witness $w$ for the fact that $W \in L$.

The correctness of an SPHF requires that for a word $W \in L$ with $w$ the witness,

$$\text{Hash}(hk, (L, \text{param}), W) = \text{ProjHash}(hp, (L, \text{param}), W, w).$$

Another property of SPHFs is smoothness, which means that for any $W \in X \setminus L$, the following two distributions are statistically indistinguishable:

$$V_1 = \{(L, \text{param}, W, hp, hv) | hv = \text{Hash}(hk, (L, \text{param}), W)\},$$

$$V_2 = \{(L, \text{param}, W, hp, hv) | hv \notin Y\}.$$

In summary, an SPHF has the property that the projection key uniquely determines the hash value of any word in the language $L$ but gives almost no information about the hash value for any point in $X \setminus L$.

5. RESULT ANALYSIS

In this section, we mainly describe about the result analysis at the end of our application. Here we can see the server window that clearly represents that the server can view all the file details along with the set of user details and also the requests that were raised by the end users. Here the users can connect to this centralized server in order for accessing the files from and to the cloud server.

From the below window, we can clearly find out that the data user will get two access keys from the servers in order for making the file downloaded into the PC in a plain text manner. For this, he needs to request the two servers individually and if the two servers, front server and back server, give approval for data download only then he can download the data in a plain text manner. If any of the key is not received for the data user, he/she cannot access the data and they cannot view the data in a plain text manner.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we for the first time have proposed a novel framework, named Dual-Server Public Key Encryption with Keyword Search (DS-PEKS), that can mainly protect the sensitive data which is stored inside the server space from the inside keyword guessing attack which is an inherent vulnerability of the traditional PEKS framework. Here we mainly proposed a novel Smooth Projective Hash Function (SPHF) to
construct the unique keys for the end users from the two servers dynamically without having a chance of creating duplicate keys for the end users. By conducting various experiments on our proposed DS-PEKS algorithm, our comparison results clearly tell that our proposed approach is best in providing security for the sensitive data which is stored inside the server space.
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